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which ought to be offensive to those who nature very similar to that developed in our

still accept that inspiration ; rather is there own time by Mr. Charles Darwin, although

abundant material for a careful resurvey of his speculations were crude from the imper

their position in the face of the new facts . fection of knowledge, and were, of course,

The archæologist and philologist will find regarded as in the last degree wild and base

many new points in the book , which is note- less. His poetry , although in some respects

worthy for its additions to science as well meritorious, was not of the highest order,

as for its distinctive literary merits. and was but little read after he had passed

away ; and, as his biological doctrines were

The Physical History Of The Triassic regarded as futile and worthless, there was

FORMATION OF NEW JERSEY AND THE CON- / little to keep his memory alive in the present

NECTICUT VALLEY. By ISRAEL C. Rus- century. But attention to what he did in

1878.

science has been recently revived , and the

THE Triassic of New Jersey and of the more critical study of his works now shows

Connecticut Valley are supposed by the that his claims and character have been

author to be parts of one formation , which greatly depreciated. The present volume

was continuous over the intervening area . has first done justice to his fame.

The deposit, he thinks, could not have been Mr. Charles Darwin , in his " Origin of

less than 25,000 feet thick , all or nearly Species, ” made a short note concerning his

all of which has been removed by denuda grandfather's biological opinions, and this

tion , excepting the beds which remain in ' struck the attention of Dr. Krause, a Ger.

the Connecticut Valley and New Jersey. man savant, who entered upon a careful

Professor Dana, commenting on this sub- study of the writings of the elder Darwin,

ject in the April number of the “ American and published a biographical and critical es

Journal of Science and Arts," says, “ That
say upon the subject in the “ Kosmos. " In

a thickness of 25,000 feet of water made this essay Dr. Krause says : “ This man,
sandstone over an area of metamorphic

equally eminent as philanthropist, physician,
rock a hundred miles wide, as in the pres naturalist, philosopher, and poet, is far less

ent instance, implies a subsidence of the known and valued by posterity than he de.

region of 25,000 feet during its formation .” | serves , in comparison with other persons who

There must also have been an elevation occupy a similar rank. It is true that what

of not only 25,000 feet, but enough more
is perhaps the most important of bis many

to give a pitch of the slopes of about 15 ° as
sided endowments, namely, his broad views

now shown. This would put the western

of the philosophy of nature, was not intel
side of the Connecticut Valley 20,000 feet

above the eastern side, and the siteof New ligibleto his contemporaries; it is only now,

York City some 15,000 to 20,000 feet above the labors of one of his descendants we are
after the lapse of a hundred years, that by

its present level, with 25,000 feet of sand- in a position toestimate at its true value the
stone over it.

wonderful perceptivity, amounting almost to

divination , that he displayed in the domain
Erasmus Darwin. By Ernst KRAUSE.

Translated from the German byW.S. of biology. For in him we find the same

Dallas, with a Preliminary Notice by indefatigable spirit of research, and almost

Charles Darwin. Portrait and Wood- the same biological tendency, as in his grand

cuts . Pp . 216. Price, $ 1.25 . son ; and we might, not without justice, as

Tuis interesting little volume will be wel sert that the latter has succeeded to an in

comed by many readers , as it gives a fresh tellectual inheritance, and carried out a pro

and compendious account of a man of ge- gramme, sketched forth and left behind by

nius whose name was celebrated in the last bis grandfather.”

century, and is now brought into new prom- Mr. Charles Darwin procured a transla

inence by the world-wide eminence of his tion of Dr. Krause's article, and, being in

grandson. Dr. Erasmus Darwin, who was possession of much information that he had

born in 1731 , and died in 1802, made a con- gathered in relation to his eminent ancestor,

siderable impression upon his age as a poet he has written a preliminary sketch which

and naturalist. He took a view of organic occupies 127 pages of the volume before us.
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men.

It gives an excellent account of its subject, , force, aided by atmospheric and meteoro

supplementing Dr. Krause's paper, so that | logical influences. . . . Its force was ex

the readers of the book will be able to form pended in eroding, cutting down, and re

not only a proper estimate of the man, but moving mineral matter from a higher to a

the condition of science in his time. A life lower level.” He does not believe it is pos.

of Erasmus Darwin, published in 1804 , was sible for glaciers to make erosions to so great

written by a Miss Seward , but it seems to depths “as the beds of some of the great

have contained certain gross misrepresenta- Northern lakes.” The volume contains an

tions of his character, which it is one of the excellent paper on archæology, a table of

objects of the present sketch to dispel . The altitudes, catalogues of fossils and of recent

authoress of the biography was long an in- flora, and, what is of especial value, “ A

mate of Dr. Darwin's family, and when his Catalogue and Check-list of the Trees and

first wife died would have been glad to take Woody Shrubs of America north of Meri

her place. But the Doctor chose another co." This was prepared by John W.Byr

lady, and Miss Seward paid them both off in kit, Esq. , of Indianapolis . The volume has

her biographical book. She subsequently re & very full index .

tracted her objectionable statements, but the

erroneous impressions, created by her book, MODERN METEOROLOGY. A Series of Six

were widely disseminated. Lectures delivered under the Auspices

Mr. Darwin writes unreservedly but ju of the London Meteorological Society in

dicially of his grandfather's traits , and re

1878. Illustrated . New York : D. Van

marks that perhaps there is no safer test

Nostrand . 1879. Price, $1.50.

of a man's real character than that of his
THESE lectures make a volume of 186

long-continued friendship with good and able pages, and are a useful contribution to the

Darwin's intimate and almost life science of meteorology. The subjects are

long friends were such men as Josiah Wedg. treated in a soniewhat elementary manner,

wood , Keir the chemist, Day, the author of but in the light of the latest researches.

“Sandford and Merton,” Bolton and Watt The first, and perhaps the most important

the engineers, and Mr. Edgeworth. A fine lecture of the series, is by Robert James

likeness of Dr. Darwin accompanies the vol Mann, M. D., F. R. C. S., etc., on “The Phys.

ume, together, with engravings of his birth- ical Properties of the Atmosphere,” and

place, Elston Hall , and the Breadsall Priory, is a model of lucid scientific statement.

near Derby, where he lived for many years, tribution and Range " ; " The Barometer
Others are on “ Air Temperature, its Dis

and in which he died.

and its uses, Wind and Storms " ; " Clouds

and Weather Signs" ; " Rain, Snow, Hail,

EI ATH , NINTH, AND TENTH ANNUAL RE- and Atmospheric Electricity" ; and “The
PORTS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF IN .

DIANA, for the Years 1876, 1877, 1878. Nature, Methods, and General Objects of

By E. T. Cox, State Geologist, assisted Meteorology." This last, by Robert H.

by Professor John COLLETT and Dr. G. Scott, F. R. S., Secretary to the Meteorologi

M. LEVETTE. Indianapolis , 1879 . cal Council, is worth careful perusal by boib

THESE reports make a volume of 541 scientists and the general reader.

pages, and are illustrated by numerous

diagrams and maps. The detailed reports THE GREAT FUR LAND, OR SKETCHES OF LIFE

are of three counties—Wayne, Crawford, IN THE Hudson's Bay TERRITORY, By I.

and Harrison . These, as well as special M. ROBINSON. With numerous Illastra.

reports on clays, cements, building-stone,
tions, New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons.

etc. , are well written, and show thorough
1879. Price, $ 1.75 .

work . A general review of the geology of
THE fact that much of the contents of

the State by Professor Cox presents his this volume first appeared in " Appletons'

conclusions on several points of interest. Journal” and “ Harper's " and other maga

Of the glacial epoch , he says : “ I see no zines, does not detract from its value. It

evidence of a subsidence of land to ter. is a picturesque and thoroughly readable

minate the glacial period,which continued account of life and scenery in the region

until brought to a close by its own erosive occupied by the Hudson's Bay Company, and


